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AIR HANDLING UNITS
COMFORT 

Both traditional and specific applications 

have particular comfort and technical 

features.

Climaveneta brand greatest experience 

in air treatment solutions has led us to 

offer a precise response to each specific 

challenging requirement.

OUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE 
IS DELIVERING THE BEST
SOLUTION FOR YOUR
BUILDING.
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High levels of comfort, together with efficient 

performance and energy efficiency are key features 

in Air handling units for traditional applications.

The main aim is to maintain a constant temperature 

and humidity levels, ensuring a reduction of 

operating costs.

The main objective is to ensure high levels of comfort 

over time.

Continuous upgrade of units’ performance and the 

use of quality components can contribute in 

extending the life cycle of the plant.

Versatility and plug-and-play solutions are 

fundamental features in traditional applications.

The reduction of on-site operations contributes in 

making the assembly process easier, thus increasing 

cost savings.

It is widely recognized that high comfort levels are 

directly connected to low noise emissions.

It surely improves both comfort and quality levels 

increasing the value of the building and the 

investment.

More challenging

requirements

Product quality

Versatile and easier

installation

Focus on Comfort



EASY CONFIGURATION ATTENTION TO DETAIL

WIZARD is the ultimate solution in 

air handling technology. A single 

and compact unit responding to the 

different requirements. The correct 

configuration is ensured by 

‘Climaveneta Suite ELCA’, a 

selection software that computes 

and presents all the necessary data 

for correct air handling unit 

selection.

The high range of materials, 

components and accessories 

selectable, together with the total 

freedom of composition, make the 

software unique and intuitive.

Each unit is designed in such a 

way so as to fit in each application.

Exceptional quality is built into 

every component , ensuring not 

only high efficiency but also 

exceptional versatility and 

reliability.

This contributes to extending the 

life cycle of the unit whilst reducing 

the maintenance costs. As far as 

specific sectors is concerned, the 

distinctive feature is the installation 

of the highest-quality components 

that can match special 

requirements.

THE
SOLUTIONS
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EACH APPLICATION, FROM TRADITIONAL TO 

SPECIFIC SECTORS, IS CHARACTERISED BY 

HIGH COMFORT LEVELS AND STRICT

PLANT REQUIREMENTS.

PLUG & PLAY SOLUTIONS LOW NOISE LEVEL

The units have been designed in 

such a way that if there is not 

enough room for the sections to 

reach the installation area they can 

be built and assembled on-site

either from modular sections or in 

CKD configuration. This is possible 

thanks to special connections that 

are used to join adjacent functional 

sections or unit blocks.

These completely versatile units 

are also characterised by a 

simplification of the system and a 

'Plug & Play' concept to ensure 

easy installation and 

commissioning.

When the unit is delivered on site, 

it can be installed easily, reducing 

maintenance and further 

installation costs.

Climaveneta units pay special 

attention to comfort. In traditional 

applications, WIZARD low noise 

unit combines the best 

characteristics of a standardized, 

air handling system with superior 

efficiency.

In specific sectors where low noise 

level is a priority, WIZARD units are 

fitted with dedicated components 

which are much quieter than 

traditional components.

This makes WIZARD one of the 

best units of all.
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SMART CONTROL

WIZARD is equipped with the best thermal 
components available on the market: temperature 
and humidity probes and high precision differential 
pressure switches.
The core system that manages all the components 
is the AHU3000 controller. This controller ensures 
the programming of different time bands, increasing 
the efficiency of the system and reducing the
energy consumption when the system does not 
work at full load. Key features of the control are:
- Remotable control (up to 500 m) thanks to a 

dedicated panel
- Regulation of the part-load operation according to 

the set-point and the ambient load
- Monitoring through the web server and BMS 

compatibility (Modbus, Rs485, Bacnet over-IP).

WIZARD units feature special casing design with 
different kinds of profiles and panels that can be 
chosen depending on the purpose of the 
application.
The high quality level of the structure allows for 
units operating at pressures higher than 1000 Pa 
with minimized air leakages and
high mechanical strength.
The panels are manufactured in a such a way so 
as provide effective thermal and acoustic 
insulation.
Installation is made easier through the design of 
modules with connectors that allow for easy 
cleaning of the unit.

TECHNOLOGICAL
CHOICES

SMART CONTROL

Selection Software

The design of the AHU is completely configurable thanks to the 
Climaveneta selection software. This smart tool ensures quick and precise 
calculations of the units selection.
The selection software computes and presents all the necessary data for
correct air handling unit selection. All extra accessories can be precisely 
selected depending on the kind of application, either traditional or specific.
Data and calculations are easy and quick thanks to an user-friendly interface.

e

c.
e.

STURDY CASING
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FANS

A wide array of fan options provides optimal sound 

and efficiency choices depending on the kind of 

application.

The intrinsic efficiency of the fans contributes in 

improving the overall efficiency of the units, ensuring 

very low noise emissions.

Fans with variable speed reduce the noise level 

according to the partial load of the coils and the 

temperature of the treated air.

EC fans classified EEF-1 are also available for motor 

efficiency higher than 90% .

The controller ensures interconnectivity with all 

monitoring and supervision devices, from 

performance data analysis and safety systems, to 

historical data on operating parameters.

The controller can be coupled with different 

controllers of other companies, using a common 

language. The advantages are:

Easy and smart management of a single unit, 

reduced operating costs, statistics, prompt 

response to alarm and failures.

EFFICIENCY, LOW NOISE LEVEL, RELIABLE OPERATION. 

ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND EASY CONFIGURATION.

These are the distinctive features of WIZARD.

Main Functions

Main Functions
It generates files to be exchanged 
among the users and the company
It creates Word/Pdfs with 
specifications of each single unit
Always up-to-date data through the 
Internet connection
Different languages can be selected

MONITORING DEVICES
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PLUG-FAN

CENTRIFUGAL FAN

HOT/COLD COIL

ROTARY RECOVERY
SYSTEM

FILTERS

HUMIDIFICATING

DAMPER

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL TOOLS

Temperature and humidity 

tools installed by WIZARD are 

among the best components 

on the market.

The unit is completely 

plug-and-play and all the 

components are directly 

installed within the company.

The result is simple: better 

performance and a reduction 

in the installation times and 

operating costs.
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The unit is completely 

plug-and-play and all the

components are directly

installed within the company.

The result is simple: better 

performance and a reduction

in the installation times and 

operating costs.
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PROBES

Temperature and humidity levels together with the 

air quality analysis happen through probes and 

pressure transducers.

WIZARD units feature special probes and sensors 

that can check temperature and humidity levels 

with high precision. These components are 

positioned in specific areas of the unit in order to 

avoid mistakes in data reading.

ADJUSTMENT MEMBERS

Two-way or three-way mixing valves are selected 

according to the consultants' calculations for the 

hot or cold coils' performances.

The valves are provided with a complete piping 

kit; the actuators are cabled to the control board 

by manes of shielded cables.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

The unit makes use of microprocessor regulation 

with an optimised specific software configuration.

The user-friendly keyboard positioned on the unit 

provides remote control over all the devices and 

configuration modes.

Excellence on the global market
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WIZARD air handling units are specially designed to cater all 
installation need. The range consists of 23 standard sizes, with 
variable air flow ranges varying from 1,000 to 115,500 m3/h, and 
face air speed of 2,5 m/s. 

One solution for any kind
of application

Air handling units comply with the fundamental 

regulations and EC directives and other guidelines 

regarding safety of units, 2014/35/EU and 

following guidelines regarding electrical 

components.

The WIZARD range comply with the most strict regulations, in order to provide a reliable answer to the requirements in air handling units. Reliability and 

quality are based on projects and references, together with technical expertise and compliance with regulations such as: UNI EN 292, UNI EN 294, CEI 

EN 60204-1 ,UNI EN 563, UNI EN 1050, UNI 10893, UNI EN ISO 3744, ISO 3864, UNI EN1886(M) and UNI EN13053.

CERTIFICATION

Front air speed m/s

Air flow [m3/h]

Air flow [m3/h]

M
o

d
e
ls

M
o

d
e
ls
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STANDARD UNIT.

STANDARD UNIT WITH INTEGRATED CONTROL BOARD.

UNIT WITH SINGLE INTAKE FAN.

UNIT WITH SINGLE INTAKE FAN AND INTEGRATED CONTROL BOARD.

UNIT WITH ROTARY RECUPERATOR.

UNIT WITH ROTARY RECUPERATOR AND INTEGRATED CONTROL BOARD.

WIZARD Versions:

The EN1886(M) specifies methods, test requirements and 
classifications for Air Handling Units that apply to the unit.

The Standard covers the following structure aspects of the air 

treatment units:

- Mechanical strength of the structure

- Air leakage through the casing

- Air leakage through filters

- Thermal and acoustic performance of the casing

WIZARD Air Handling Units are designed and made in accordance with 

European regulations and directives of the CE mark, according to the 

highest Standards of quality and packaging . The performance data are 

certified according to the EUROVENT certification and TÜV 

laboratories (WZ-E range).

Air flow (Speed 1,5 m/s) m3/h 650 810 970 1.130 1.400 1.700 2.200 2.650

Air flow (Speed 2 m/s) m3/h 860 1.070 1.300 1.500 1.870 2.300 2.950 3.550

Air flow (Speed 2,5 m/s) m3/h 1.080 1.340 1.620 1.880 2.330 2.850 3.650 4.450

Air flow (Speed 3 m/s) m3/h 1.300 1.600 1.950 2.250 2.800 3.400 4.400 5.300

Air flow (Speed 1,5 m/s) m3/h 3.200 4.200 4.900 5.600 6.300 7.800 9.300 12.500

Air flow (Speed 2 m/s) m3/h 4.350 5.600 6.500 7.450 8.400 10.300 12.400 16.700

Air flow (Speed 2,5 m/s) m3/h 5.450 7.000 8.200 9.300 10.500 12.900 15.600 20.900

Air flow (Speed 3 m/s) m3/h 6.550 8.400 9.800 11.200 12.600 15.500 18.600 25.100

Air flow (Speed 1,5 m/s) m3/h 15.600 18.100 21.400 26.400 32.200 38.000 46.500 57.000

Air flow (Speed 2 m/s) m3/h 20.700 24.200 28.500 35.200 42.800 51.000 62.000 76.000

Air flow (Speed 2,5 m/s) m3/h 25.900 30.300 35.600 44.900 53.500 64.000 77.500 95.000

Air flow (Speed 3 m/s) m3/h 31.100 36.300 42.800 52.700 64.300 76.500 93.500 115.400

Casing Strength D1 Max relative bending: 4mm/m

Casing Air Leakage with Pressure Test -400 Pa L1 Max leakage: 0,15 l/s m2

Casing Air Leakage with Pressure Test +700 Pa L1 Max leakage: 0,22 l/s m2

Filter by-pass F9 Total leakage K: 0,5%

Thermal transmittance U T2 0,5 U 1 W/K m2

Thermal bridging factor TB2 0,6 kb 0,75 W/K m2

WIZARD

TECNICAL DATA

THE WZ-E RANGE

The WZ-E units* range are Eurovent certified according to the EN1886(M) and EN13053 regulations guaranteeing the

quality of the units and accurancy in the declared performance data.

* Box Model tested with 60mm thick profiles with thermal break and with 62mm thick polyurethane panels, internal sheet of galvanized steel and external sheet in galvanized preplastified steel.

300 380 440 570 710 920 1070 1220

WIZARD 1530 1720 2080 2300 2920 3600 4300 6060

WIZARD

WZ-E EUROVENT CLASS EUROVENT-CERTIFICATED VALUES - EN1886(M)

7500 8480 11400 13900 16580 19860 22920 26400
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BY FAR THE
BEST PROOF
IS EXPERIENCE”

“

Sir Francis Bacon
British philosopher (1561 - 1626)
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Architect:
Giampaolo Imbrighi e Associati

Air flow:
350.000 m3/h

Installed units:
29x air handling units WIZARD Automatic

ITALIAN
PAVILION
EXPO
2010 - Shanghai (China)

The Italian Pavilion at the Expo Shanghai 

2010 is the showcase of Italian excellence in 

all sectors contributing to a higher quality of 

life in urban areas.

Designed by Giampaolo Imbrighi, the Italian 

Pavilion blends the Italian cultural values with 

the innovation scientific research which is 

increasingly focused on sustainability.

The HVAC system is based on 29 WIZARD air 

handling units. With a total air flow of 350.000 

m3/h and thanks to their completely modular 

concept, the units are provided with all 

necessary devices to guarantee optimum 

filtration, humidification and energy recovery, 

consistently with the sustainable approach 

that is featured in the whole pavilion.

PROJECT

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION
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MORE THAN 1000 PROJECTS
ALL OVER THE WORLD

Cooling capacity:

1800 kW

Installed units:

2x FOCS, 

16x WIZARD

BIG C SUPERMARKET
2011 Can Tho (Viet Nam)

Application:

Shopping centre

Cooling capacity:

6300 kW

Installed units:

28x WISDOM-R, 

75x WET-RMT,

1x NECS-N/HL D, 

7x WIZARD

LE VIGNE

SHOPPING CENTRE
2007 Agrigento (Italy)

Application:

Supermarket

Cooling capacity:

980 kW

Installed units:

1x WIZARD 

4x WHISPER ENTHALPY,

1x NECS-FC/SL

KONZUM

SUPERMARKET
2009 Croatia

Air flow:

64.000 m3/h

Installed units:

10 WIZARD

VIRGIN
2012 Neaples (Italy)

Application:

Office buildings

Installed units:

13 WIZARD units

CAMERA DI 

COMMERCIO MILANO
2013 Milan (Italy)

Application:

Hotels and Resorts

Cooling capacity:

600 kW

Thermal capacity:

700 kW

Installed units:

1x FOCS/B 2702,

4x WIZARD, 300x

Fan Coil

ROSA BEACH HOTEL
2011 Monastir (Tunisia)
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Climaveneta brand air handling units, with their unbeatable advantages in terms 

of efficiency, quality and reliability, are already the preferred choice in the most 

challenging and prestigious projects, all around the world.

Application:

Hospital

Air flow:

30.000 m3/h

Installed units:

1x WIZARD

BRITISH HOSPITAL
2008 Montevideo (Uruguay)

Air flow:

47.000 m3/h

Installed units:

2 WIZARD

ENERGY PARK
2012 Vimercate (Italy)

Application:

Sport Structures

Air flow:

100.000 m3/h

Installed units:

13 WIZARD units

CITTA’ DEL RUGBY
2012-13 Spinaceto (Italy)

Application:

Airports

Cooling capacity:

412 kW

Installed units:

4x FOCS/LN D 4822,

15x WIZARD,

200x FANCOIL

MILITARY AIRPORT

CENTOCELLE
2011 Rome (Italy)

Cooling capacity:

479 kW

Thermal capacity:

514 kW

Installed units:

3x WIZARD, 1x ERACS-WQ

CARIGNANO

THEATRE
2008 Turin (Italy)

Application:

Fairs and Exhibition

Cooling capacity: 

26.000 kW

Thermal capacity: 

16.000kW

Air flow:

670.000 m3/h

Installed units:

WIZARD units, 

168x rooftop,

34x air cooled chillers

ROME FAIR
2005 Rome (Italy)
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